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IEVA AND TWIN-C ROLL OUT 
IN FNAC DARTY

From today, IEVA associated with Fnac Darty Group brings innovative solutions 
and unique experiences to the consumers.

Twin-C by IEVA is a technological concept combining jewelry, craftsmanship, Internet of Things (Iot), 

artificial intelligence and environmental commitment for everyone’s well-being.

The smart piece of jewelry Twin-c gives real-time measures of the environmental stress : outdoor 

and indoor pollution, UVs, temperature and humidity, noise, luminosity and activity. 

Linked to the IEVA app, Twin-C allows its wearers to get personalized recommendations given 

by experts (physicians, nutritionists, researchers) according to their environmental data to ensure 

their well-being, adapt their diet and preserve their beauty. 

Twin-C by IEVA has created a community of actors committed to preserving the environment. 

Convinced that everyone has a role to play in the challenge of protecting our planet, IEVA allows 

Twin-C wearers to share their collected environmental data with the scientific community in order to 

advance research. By wearing Twin-C by IEVA, everyone participates in the impact of daily behaviors 

and the means to change these behaviors, for a better life.

Live the IEVA experience! 
Download the IEVA app on 

IEVA is available on ieva.io, Beauty Success, Marionnaud, IOMA Boutique, FNAC and Darty.
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« After a first rollout in the beauty segment with our partners Beauty Success 
and Marionnaud, IEVA extends to the Internet of Things (IoT) network. 
Consequently, We have established a solid partnership with the Fnac Darty 
Group, the European leader in multi-channel distribution in household 
appliances, electronics and cultural products. 

Twin-C by IEVA is the result of many years of research in microelectronics, 
mechanics, artificial intelligence and beauty. This new partnership is  
a major step in IEVA’s aim to give access to consumers to personalized 
advices and recommendations in well-being, beauty and nutrition based  
on environmental stress, as well as, to contribute, thanks to Twin-C users, 
to the protection of our planet through increased knowledge and more 
sustainable living practices. Twin-C is the promise of a new way to take care 
of you and of the environment » says Jean Michel Karam,  
President and Founder of IEVA.

Twin-C by IEVA is launched in 20 Fnac-Darty flagship stores  
in France and on Fnac.com and Darty.com websites 

“Take care of you, 
Contribute to the future of the Planet, 

Join the lEVA movement. “  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.ieva.cc
https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/ieva/id1432581393?mt=8
http://www.ieva.io

